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Learning Bayesian Network Parameters from Small Data
Sets: Application of Noisy-OR Gates
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Abstract. Existing data sets of cases can significantly reduce the
knowledge engineering effort required to parameterize Bayesian net-
works. Unfortunately, when a data set is small, many conditioning
cases are represented by too few or no data records and they do
not offer sufficient basis for learning conditional probability distribu-
tions. We propose a method that uses Noisy-OR gates to reducethe
data requirements in learning conditional probabilities.We test our
method on HEPAR II, a model for diagnosis of liver disorders, whose
parameters are extracted from a real, small set of patient records. Di-
agnostic accuracy of the multiple-disorder model enhancedwith the
Noisy-OR parameters was around 6% better than the accuracy of
the plain multiple-disorder model and 10% better than the single-
disorder diagnosis model.

1 INTRODUCTION

Bayesian networks [13] (also called belief networks) are acyclic di-
rected graphs modeling probabilistic dependencies among variables.
The graphical part of a Bayesian network reflects the structure of
a problem, while local interactions among neighboring variables
are quantified by conditional probability distributions. Bayesian net-
works have earned the reputation of being powerful tools formod-
eling complex problems involving uncertain knowledge. They have
been employed in practice in a variety of fields, including engineer-
ing, science, and medicine with some models reaching the size of
hundreds of variables.

A major difficulty in applying Bayesian network models to practi-
cal problems is the effort that goes in model building, i.e.,obtaining
the model structure and the numerical parameters that are needed to
fully quantify it. The complete conditional probability distribution
table (CPT) for a binary variable withn binary predecessors in a
Bayesian network requires specification of2n independent parame-
ters. For a sufficiently largen, eliciting 2n numbers from a domain
expert may be prohibitively cumbersome. One of the main advan-
tages of Bayesian networks over other schemes for reasoningunder
uncertainty is that they readily combine existing frequency data with
expert judgment within their probabilistic framework. When suffi-
cient amount of data is available, they can be used to learn both the
structure and the parameters of a Bayesian network model [2,14, 16].
The existing learning methods are theoretically sound and are guar-
anteed to produce very good results given sufficiently largedata sets.1 Białystok University of Technology, Institute of ComputerScience,
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However, in case of small data sets, quite typical in practice, learned
models can be of lesser quality.

The focus of this paper is learning CPTs in Bayesian network mod-
els from small data sets given an existing network structure. The
problem encountered in small data sets is that many conditioning
cases are represented by too few or no data records and they do
not offer sufficient basis for learning conditional probability distri-
butions. Learning CPTs amounts essentially to counting data records
for different conditions encoded in the network. Roughly speak-
ing, prior probability distributions are simply obtained from relative
counts of various outcomes for each of the nodes without predeces-
sors. Conditional probability distributions are obtainedfrom relative
counts of various outcomes in those data records that fulfillthe con-
ditions described by a given combination of the outcomes of the pre-
decessors. While prior probabilities can be learned reasonably accu-
rately from a database consisting of a few hundred records, learn-
ing CPTs is hampered by the exponential growth of their size.In
cases where there are several variables directly precedinga variable
in question, individual combinations of their values may bevery un-
likely to the point of being absent from the data file.

A CPT offers a complete specification of a probabilistic interaction
that is powerful in the sense of its ability to model any kind of inter-
action among a nodeY and its parentsX1, . . . ,Xn. However, the
limited size of the data set makes this precision illusory, as many of
the CPT entries will be based on few records, undermining thevery
purpose of a full specification. We propose enhancing the process of
learning the CPTs from data by combining the data with structural
and numerical information obtained from an expert. Given expert’s
indication that an interaction in the model can be approximated by a
Noisy-OR gate [7, 13], we first estimate the Noisy-OR parameters for
this gate. Subsequently, in all cases of a small number of records for
any given combination of parents of a node, we generate the proba-
bilities for that case as if the interaction was a Noisy-OR gate. At the
same time, the learned distribution is smoothed out by the fact that in
all those places where no data is available to learn it, it is reasonably
approximated by a Noisy-OR gate. Noisy-OR distributions approx-
imate CPTs using fewer parameters and learning distributions with
fewer parameters is in general more reliable [6]. Some applications
of the Noisy-OR gates in medical Bayesian models have already been
recorded in the past [8, 15].

We test our approach on HEPAR II, a Bayesian network model for
diagnosis of liver disorders consisting of 73 nodes. The parameters of
HEPAR II are learned from a data set of 505 patient cases. We show
that the proposed method leads to an improvement in the quality of
the model as measured by its diagnostic performance.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
introduces the Noisy-OR gate. Section 3 describes our data set and



our model. Section 4 illustrates the structural modifications that we
performed on the model in order to apply our method. Section 5ex-
plains the details related to obtaining the Noisy-OR parameters. Fi-
nally, Section 6 compares diagnostic accuracy of a model learned us-
ing the direct CPT method to models whose parameters are learned
using our method.

2 THE NOISY-OR GATE

Some types of conditional probability distributions can beapproxi-
mated by canonical interaction models that require fewer parameters.
Very often such canonical interactions approximate the true distribu-
tion sufficiently well and can reduce the model building effort signif-
icantly.

One type of canonical interaction, widely used in Bayesian net-
works is known as Noisy-OR gate [7, 13]. Noisy-OR gates are usu-
ally used to describe the interaction betweenn causesX1, X2, : : :,Xn and their common effectY .4 The causesXi are each assumed to
be sufficient to causeY in absence of other causes and their ability
to causeY is assumed independent of the presence of other causes.

The simplest and most intuitive canonical model is a binary Noisy-
OR gate [13], which applies when there are several possible causesX1,X2, . . . ,Xn of an effect variableY , where (1) each of the causesXi has a probabilitypi of being sufficient to produce the effect in the
abs ence of all other causes, and (2) the ability of each causebeing
sufficient is independent of the presence of other causes. The above
two assumptions allow us to specify the entire conditional probability
distribution with onlyn parametersp1, p2, . . . ,pn. pi represents the
probability that the effectY will be true if the causeXi is present
and all other causesXj , j 6= i, are absent. In other words,pi = Pr(yjx1; x2; : : : ; xi; : : : ; xn�1; xn) (1)

It is easy to verify that the probability ofy given a subsetXp of theXis which are present is given by the following formula:Pr(yjXp) = 1 � Yi:Xi2Xp(1� pi) (2)

This formula is sufficient to derive the complete CPT ofY condi-
tional on its predecessorsX1, X2, . . . ,Xn.

Henrion [7] proposed an extension of the binary Noisy-OR gate
for situations where the effect variable can be true even if all its
causes are false and called this extended model aleaky Noisy-OR
gate. Leaky Noisy-OR is applicable to the situations where amodel
does not capture all possible causes ofY . Arguably, almost all situ-
ations encountered in practice belong to this class. This can be mod-
eled by introducing an additional parameterp0, called theleak prob-
ability, the combined effect of all unmodeled causes ofY .p0 = Pr(yjx1; x2; : : : ; xn) (3)p0 represents the probability that the effectY will occur sponta-
neously, i.e., in absence of any of the causes that are modeled ex-
plicitly.

Figure 1 shows an example of a Noisy-OR gate, around a liver
diseaseSteatosis.4 Throughout this paper, upper case letters (e.g.,Y ) and indexed upper-case

letters (e.g.,Xi) will stand for random variables. Lower case letters will
denote their outcomes (e.g.,x1 is an outcome of a variableX1). In case of
binary random variables, the two outcomes will be denoted bylower case
and negated lower case (e.g., the two outcomes of a variableX will be
denoted byx andx). Bold upper case letters (e.g.,X) will denote sets of
variables.

Figure 1. An example of the noisy-Or gate.

Each ofTriglycerides, Obesity, andHistory of alcohol abusecan
causeSteatosisby itself, although their influence is probabilistic.
Steatosiscan be also caused by some unmodeled factors, which are
captured by a leak probability.

In the leaky Noisy-OR gatepi (i 6= 0) no longer represents the
probability thatXi causesY given that all the other causes are ab-
sent, but rather the probability thatY is present whenXi is present
and all other explicit causes (all theXj ’s such thatj 6= i) are absent.

Let p0i be the probability thatY will be true if Xi is present and
every other cause ofY including unmodeled causes are absent. The
more references can be found in [4].1� p0i = 1� pi1� p0 (4)

From here, we havepi = p0i + (1� p0i)p0 (5)

It follows that the probability ofY given a subsetXp of thexi
which are present is given in the leaky Noisy-OR gate by the follow-
ing formula:Pr(Y jXp) = 1� (1� p0) Yi:xi2Xp 1� pi1� p0
Dı́ez [3] proposed an alternative way of eliciting the parameters of a
leaky Noisy-OR gate, which amounts essentially to asking the expert
for the parametersp0i as defined by Eq.(4). The difference between
the two proposals has to do with the leak variable. While Henrion’s
parameterspi assume that the expert’s answer includes a combined
influence of the cause in question and the leak, Dı́ez’s parametersp0i explicitly refer to the mechanism between the cause in question
and the effect with the leak absent. Conversion between the two pa-
rameters is straightforward using equation Eq.(5). If the Noisy-OR
parameters are learned from data, Henrion’s definition is more con-
venient, as the observed frequencies include the leak, which is always
present by definition.

Two extensions of the binary Noisy-OR gate to nodes including
multiple outcomes have been proposed [3, 17] of which we followed
the former in our work. Due to lack of space, we refer the reader to
the original articles for the details of these extensions.

3 THE HEPAR II MODEL AND DATA

The HEPAR II project [10, 11] aims at applying decision-theoretic
techniques to diagnosis of liver disorders. It is a successor of the
HEPAR project [1, 18], conducted at the Institute of Biocybernetics
and Biomedical Engineering of the Polish Academy of Sciences in
collaboration with physicians at the Medical Center of Postgraduate
Education in Warsaw. The HEPAR system was designed for gath-
ering and processing clinical data of patients with liver disorders
and, through its diagnostic capabilities, reducing the need for hep-
atic biopsy. An integral part of the HEPAR system is its database,



created in 1990 and thoroughly maintained since then at the Gas-
troentorogical Clinic of the Institute of Food and Feeding in Warsaw.
The current database contains over 800 patient records and its size is
still growing. Each hepatological case is described by over200 dif-
ferent medical findings, including patient self-reported data, results
of physical examination, laboratory tests, and, finally, a histopatho-
logically verified diagnosis.

One of the assumptions made in the database that was available
to us is that every patient case is ultimately diagnosed withonly one
liver disorder. In other words, the data set assumed that alldisorders
were mutually exclusive. This assumption led us to the development
of a single-disorder diagnosis model. We elicited the structure of the
model (i.e., we selected variables from the data set and established
dependencies among them) based on medical literature and conver-
sations with our domain expert, a hepatologist Dr. Hanna Wasyluk
(third author) and two American experts, a pathologist, Dr.Daniel
Schwartz, and a specialist in infectious diseases, Dr. JohnN. Dowl-
ing, from the University of Pittsburgh. We estimate that elicitation of
the structure took approximately 40 hours with the experts,of which
roughly 30 hours were spent with Dr. Wasyluk and roughly 10 hours
spent with Drs. Schwartz and Dowling. This includes model refine-
ment sessions, where previously elicited structure was reevaluated in
a group setting. The model is essentially a causal Bayesian network
involving a subset of variables included in the HEPARdatabase. The
most recent single-disorder diagnosis version of the model[12], con-
sists of 66 feature nodes and one disorder node covering, in addition
to the hepatologically healthy state, 9 mutually exclusiveliver disor-
ders: toxic hepatitis, reactive hepatitis, hyperbilirubinemia, chronic
hepatitis (active and persistent), steatosis, primary biliary cirrhosis
(PBC), and cirrhosis (compensate and decompensate).

The numerical parameters of the model, i.e., the prior and con-
ditional probability distributions, were extracted from the HEPAR

database. The data used to extract the numerical parameterscon-
tained 505 patient records. All continuous variables were discretized
by our expert. One of the assumptions that we used in learningthe
model parameters was that missing values for discrete finding vari-
ables corresponded to stateabsent(e.g., a missing value forJaundice
was interpreted asabsent). In case of continuous variables, a missing
value corresponded to a normal value, elicited from the expert (e.g.,
a missing value forBilirubin was interpreted as being in the range of
0–5), which included the typical value for a healthy patient.

Given a patient’s case, i.e., values of some of the modeled vari-
ables, such as symptoms or test results, the model derives the pos-
terior probability distribution over the possible liver disorders. This
probability distribution can be directly used in diagnostic decision
support.

4 STRUCTURAL CHANGES TO THE HEPAR II
MODEL

In order to be able to apply parametric probability distributions, such
as Noisy-OR gates, in learning the network parameters, we had to
restructure the network in such a way that various nodes express ei-
ther binary propositions or various grades of intensity of some quan-
tity. The disorder node in the single-disorder diagnosis version of the
HEPAR II model is a categorical variable with 10 outcomes that is not
suitable for a parametric probability distribution. One way of prepar-
ing the structure for these distributions is by breaking thedisorder
node into separate nodes for each of the disorders. This modification
addresses two problems: it relaxes the assumption of mutualexclu-
sivity of disorders and makes the nodes more amenable to parametric

quantification.
We have concentrated the structural changes on the disorders. We

split the disorder node with its 9 mutually exclusive disorders into
five binary nodes (Toxic hepatitis, Reactive hepatitis, Steatosis, Hy-
perbilirubinemiaandPBC) and two nodes with three outcomes each
(Chronic hepatitsandCirrhosis). The feature nodes that we origi-
nally modeled as causes/effects of the singleLiver Disordervariable
were broken down into several groups, specific for each of the9 dis-
orders. As far as the data used in learning the parameters arecon-
cerned, we worked with 66 features and 505 records in the database.
The resulting model consisted of 73 nodes (66 feature nodes and 7
disorder nodes).

Figure 2. A simplified fragment of the HEPAR II network: single-disorder
diagnosis (top) and multiple-disorder diagnosis (bottom)version.

Figure 2 shows a simplified fragment of both models and gives
an idea of the structural changes performed in the transition from
the single-disorder to the multiple-disorder versions of the model. In
particular, the models share each of the four risk factors (Reported
history of viral hepatitis, History of alcohol abuse, Gallstones, and
Hepatotoxic medications) and six symptoms and test results (Fa-
tigue, Jaundice, Bilirubin, Alkaline phosphatase, Ascites, andTotal
proteins). The singleLiver disordernode is replaced by four disorder
nodes (Chronic hepatitis, Steatosis, Cirrhosis, andToxic hepatitis).

A positive side-effect of our structural changes is that they have
decreased the number of numerical parameters required to quantify
the model. The main difference between the models is that some of
the four new disorder nodes are not connected with some of therisk
factors and symptoms. While adding a node increases the number of
parameters, it is compensated by removing an outcome of a variable
and removing some arcs. The latter especially leads to a logarith-
mic decrease in the size of a CPT. Our transformation has resulted in
a significant reduction of the number of numerical parameters nec-
essary to quantify the network. This, in turn, increased theaverage
number of records for each combination of parents in a CPT. Indeed,
the multiple-disorder version of the model required only 1,488 pa-
rameters (we counted� = 87:8 data records per parent combination)
compared to the 3,714 parameters (� = 16:8 data records per parent
combination) needed for the single-disorder version of themodel.
Figure 3 shows the distribution over the number of data records per
parent combination for the single-disorder and the multiple-disorder
models. We can see that over 50% of the conditional probability dis-
tributions in the single-disorder model contained zero records. In the



multiple-disorder model this number is dramatically smaller — only
0.5% of all cases involved zero records and there is quite a high
proportion of conditional probability distributions for which tens of
records were available. With an increase in the average number of
records per parent combination, we can expect the quality ofthe
model parameters to improve.

Figure 3. Distribution over the number of data records per parent
combination for the single-disorder and the multiple-disorder models.

Unfortunately, structural changes also introduced certain prob-
lems. The fact that we used a data set in which each patient record
had a single-disorder diagnosis placed us before a difficulty in as-
sessing CPTs of nodes that had several disorder nodes as parents —
there were no records in the database for conditions involving combi-
nations of various disorders. We applied a simple solution,in which
we included in the calculation all records that described the disor-
ders present in the condition. For example (see Figure 2), when com-
puting the conditional probability distribution of the node Fatigue
given presence of bothChronic hepatitisandSteatosis, we used both:
records that were diagnosed asChronic hepatitisand records that
were diagnosed asSteatosis. This amounted to averaging the effect
of various disorders. We also tried taking the maximum effect of all
disorders present in the condition, with a very modest improvement
in performance. Another limitation of the HEPAR data that has a se-
rious implication on our work is that mutual exclusivity of disorders
did not allow us to extract dependencies among disorders. Hepatol-
ogy often deals with disorders that are consequences of the previous
disorders, e.g., a chronic liver disorder implies hepatic fibrosis which
can further cause cirrhosis. In the future we plan to model and quan-
tify these dependencies by combining data with expert judgment.

5 OBTAINING PARAMETERS FOR NOISY-OR
GATES

For each combination of a node and its parents in the multiple-
disorder version of the HEPAR II model we verified with the expert
whether the interaction could be approximately modeled as an Noisy-
OR gate. The expert has identified a total of 27 nodes (from among
the total of 62 nodes with parents) that can be reasonably approx-
imated by Noisy-OR gates. Testing the Noisy-OR assumption for
each of the gates with the expert was quite straightforward once the
expert has understood the concept of independence of causalinterac-
tion. When deciding whether an interaction can be approximated by
a Noisy-OR gate we followed criteria proposed by Dı́ez [5].

Each of the such identified Noisy-OR gates was subject to the
following learning enhancement. Whenever there were sufficiently
many records for a given condition, we used these records to learn a

corresponding element of the CPT. We have also obtained the Noisy-
OR parameters of the gate and then used these parameters to gen-
erate conditional probability distributions for those cases that lacked
records. The remaining conditional probability distributions for this
gate were learned from the data records. Effectively, the complete
CPT, once learned, was a general CPT with only some elements
generated using the Noisy-OR assumption. The assumption that we
made was that a general conditional probability table will fit the ac-
tual distribution better than a Noisy-OR distribution. Noisy-OR will
fit better than a uniform distribution in those cases when there was
not enough data to learn a distribution. In the following twosections
we describe two methods of obtaining the Noisy-OR parameters of
the gates in question.

5.1 Obtaining Noisy-OR Parameters from Data

We learned the Noisy-OR parameters from data for each of the 27
Noisy-OR gates using equation Eq.(1). We learned the leak parame-
ter using equation Eq.(3). Obtaining the parameters from records that
contain a combination of values of parent outcomes would be less re-
liable, as there would be certainly fewer such records (a conjunction
of two events is at most as likely as each of these events in separa-
tion). It might be theoretically possible to obtain better estimates of
the Noisy-OR parameters by trying to fit these to a larger fragment
of a CPT. However, in our initial approach, we used the above simple
method.

5.2 Expert Assessments of Noisy-OR Parameters

For each of the 27 Noisy-OR gates identified by the expert, we have
also obtained all numerical parameters using direct expertelicitation.
There was a total of 153 parameters and the assessment took about 4
hours of the expert time.

Initially, we have posed the expert two types of questions, corre-
sponding to the two theoretical formalizations of the Noisy-OR gate
proposed in the literature. The first type of questions focused on the
parameterspi Eq.(1) and was based on Henrion’s [7] definition and
for the example network fragment in Figure 1 it amounted to:

What is the probability that obesity results in steatosis when neither
triglycerides nor history of alcohol abuse are present?

The second type of questions focused on parametersp0i Eq.(4) and
was based on Dı́ez’s [3] definition and it amounted to:

What is the probability that obesity results in steatosis when no other
cause of steatosis is present?

We stumbled across two interesting empirical questions: (1) which
of the two definitions is more intuitive for a human expert, and (2)
which leads to better quality assessments. While we have nottested
(2), in the course of elicitation our expert clearly developed prefer-
ence for Dı́ez’s definition. Using Eq.(5), we subsequently converted
the parameters elicited from the expert in Dı́ez’s format into Hen-
rion’s format, which is the current native format of our software, Ge-
NIe and SMILE.

While we have no objective basis for comparing the quality of
expert assessment to the numbers obtained from the data (please
note that we evaluated our model using the data, so the best wecan
say is whether the expert’s judgments matched the data or not), we
observed a systematic difference between the two: our expert pro-
vided usually higher estimates than those learned from the data. An
extreme example is shown in Figure 4. Here the causal strengths
elicited from the expert are much higher than those learned from the
data (� = 0:37 vs.� = 0:19 the expert and data respectively).



Figure 4. An extreme example of discrepancy between Noisy-OR
parameters obtained from the expert and estimated from the data (node
Steatosis, parentsTriglycerides, AlcoholismandObesity, see Figure 2.)

6 COMPARISON OF DIAGNOSTIC
ACCURACY OF THE MODELS

We performed a series of empirical tests of diagnostic accuracy of
various versions of the model. In order to make the comparison fair,
we used the same data set for learning the parameters of each of the
models. Our data set contained 505 patient records classified in 9
different disorder classes. In each case we used the same measure
of accuracy: diagnostic performance using the leave-one-out method
[9]. Essentially, givenn=505 data records, we usedn � 1 of them
for learning model parameters and the remaining one record to test
the model. This procedure was repeatedn times, each time with a
different data record. In our tests, we used as observationsonly those
findings that have actually been reported in the data (i.e., we did not
use the values that were missing, even though we used their assumed
values in learning).
By accuracy we mean the proportion of records that were classified
correctly. Whenever we report accuracy within a class, we report the
fraction of records within that class that were classified correctly.

6.1 Single- vs. Multiple-disorder Diagnosis Model

Our first empirical test focused on a comparison of the diagnostic
performance for the single-disorder and the multiple-disorder mod-
els. We were interested in overall performance of the modelsin terms
of classification accuracy (each of the disorders was viewedas a sep-
arate class that the program predicted based on the values ofall the
other variables). This test is very conservative towards the multiple-
disorder model, as this is the task for which the single-disorder ver-
sion of the model was designed. We were interested in both (1)
whether the most probable diagnosis indicated by the model is in-
deed the correct diagnosis, and (2) whether the set ofk most proba-
ble diagnoses contains the correct diagnosis for small values ofk (we
chose a “window” ofk=1, 2, 3, and 4). Results were for the multiple-
disorder version of the model approximately 44% (compared to 42%
for the single-disorder version), 59% (57%), 68% (68%), and77%
(78%) for k=1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. In other words, the most
likely diagnosis indicated by the model was the correct diagnosis in
44% of the cases. The correct diagnosis was among the four most
probable diagnoses as indicated by the model in 77% of the cases.
The performance of both versions of the model was similar, with the
multiple-disorder version being slightly more accurate.
In order to gain some insight into when multiple-disorder version of
the model is better, we looked at the relationship between the number

of records in the database for each class and the diagnostic accuracy
within that class.

Figure 5 shows this relationship for the window of size 1 (i.e.,
the most likely disorder). It is clear that accuracy of both models
increases significantly with the number of data records. Another in-
teresting trend is that the multiple-disorder model performed often
better than the single-disorder model for those disorders that had
many records. This promises a higher diagnostic value of ourap-
proach when the available data set is sufficiently large, i.e., when the
quality of parameters is high.

Figure 5. Diagnostic accuracy as a function of the number of disorder
cases in the database (class size) for the single and multiple-disorder

diagnosis models, window=1.

6.2 Plain CPT Model vs. CPT Smoothed by
Noisy-OR Parameters

Our second test aimed at comparing the diagnostic accuracy of the
plain multiple-disorder model to the models whose probabilities
were smoothed out using the Noisy-OR parameters. Here, we fo-
cused on three models: (1) the plain multiple-disorder model (i.e.,
general CPT) and two models enhanced with: (2) Noisy-OR param-
eters obtained from data, and (3) Noisy-OR parameters assessed by
the expert.
Our enhancement process replaced those elements of the CPT that
had not enough data records to learn a distribution reliably, i.e., when
the number of records found in the data set was lower than areplace-
ment threshold(we specified this threshold as a percentage of all
records in the data set). Figure 6 shows the relationship between the
replacement thresholdand the percentage of all CPT entries that were
replaced by the Noisy-OR distributions. The percentage of replaced
CPT entries seems to be directly proportional to the threshold.

Figure 7 shows the results for the three tested models for thewin-
dow size of 1. It pictures the diagnostic accuracy of the models as
a function of thereplacement threshold. In addition we included the
results for the single-disorder model. It appears that the highest accu-
racy was reached by the model whose CPTs were enhanced with the
Noisy-OR parameters learned from data. The model with the expert-
elicited Noisy-OR parameters performed consistently worse than the
other models. The highest accuracy achieved by the models was 42%,
47%, and 43% for the CPT model, the data Noisy-OR model and the
expert Noisy-OR model respectively.

Figure 8 shows the performance within each class for the three
models. Again we observed that for almost each of the disorders the
data Noisy-OR model performed better than the other models.

Subsequently we tested models in which all 27 Noisy-OR gates
were quantified by Noisy-OR parameters only. The accuracy ofthe



Figure 6. Percentage of conditional probability distribution entries
replaced by Noisy-OR distributions as a function of the replacement

threshold.

Figure 7. Diagnostic accuracy as a function of the replacement threshold,
window=1.

Noisy-OR models was lower than the plain CPT model. The results
for the window=1 were: 38% and 19% for the model with learned
and expert-elicited Noisy-OR respectively.

7 DISCUSSION

The transformation of the model performed in order to prepare it for
Noisy-OR gates has shown that Bayesian network models readily
accommodate multiple-disorder diagnoses. It was relatively easy to
derive the multiple-disorder version of the model from the existing
single-disorder version. We estimate that the total time spent with

Figure 8. Diagnostic accuracy as a function of the number of disorder
cases in the database (class size) for the CPT and two versions of the model

with Noisy-OR parameters.

the expert was less than 10 hours, one fourth of the original effort to
build the network.

Diagnostic accuracy of the multiple-disorder model enhanced with
the Noisy-OR parameters was around 6% better than the accuracy of
the plain multiple-disorder model and 10% better than the single-
disorder diagnosis model. This increase in accuracy has been ob-
tained with very modest means — in addition to structuring the
model so that it is suitable for Noisy-OR nodes, the only knowl-
edge elicited from the expert and entered in the learning process was
which interactions can be viewed as approximately Noisy-OR. This
knowledge was straightforward to elicit. We have found thatwhen-
ever combining expert knowledge with data, and whenever working
with experts in general, it pays off generously to build models that
are causal and reflect reality as much as possible, even if there are no
immediate gains in accuracy.

We have also observed that the diagnostic accuracy of the model
based on numbers elicited from the expert (as opposed to learned
from data) was quite good for diseases with well understood risk fac-
tors and symptoms. The accuracy tended to be lower in case of those
diseases whose mechanisms are not exactly known, for example hy-
perbilirubinemia, reactive hepatitis, or PBC, even if the number of
records in the data set was very small.

Our plans for the future include expert verification of the proba-
bility distributions of those nodes that have several disorder nodes as
parents. As we mentioned above, these parameters cannot be learned
from our data and the arbitrary assumptions that we made in the
learning process may have had a negative effect on the diagnostic per-
formance of the system. We also plan to focus on disorder-to-disorder
dependencies. This information is lacking from the database, so here
again we will have to rely on expert judgment. As far as the useof
Noisy-OR distributions to improve the quality of the model,we plan
to investigate other ways of learning the parameters of Noisy-OR
gates. Another question that we find worth pursuing is whether there
are any properties of individual nodes that influence whether diag-
nostic accuracy of the model will be served by Noisy-OR or CPT
used in individual cases.
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